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Discovering is one of the innate pleasures of humans and surely many other living beings.
This ability, as any other, develops if we foster it, if we allow it to discover itself at its
ultimate level, freely. It will grow if we cherish and encourage it; if we nurture it with
information, illusion, imagination and hope within the infinity of life, because there’s
always something new to discover, even in the things we see every day. And this is how it
was shown by the children and adolescents of the “Through my Eyes” project, that was
added to our Protection component under Save the Children’s Humanitarian Response
to the earthquake that struck part of the coast of Ecuador on April 2016.
With this book, and the videos and pictures taken, we invited you to enjoy the world
that the children and adolescents discovered beyond what they thought was theirs,
acknowledging their incredible skills of resilience and their commitment to becoming
protagonists in the reconstruction of their lives and their country.
Come and discover their space and their stories through light.
María Gabriela Villalobos
Binational Director, Peru – Ecuador
Save the Children
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Introducción
and not on protecting children.” Santiago Dávila, Team Leader of Save the
Children’s Humanitarian Response in Ecuador, states that the main action of
the organization was aimed at the rural population, as it is deemed as one of
the least supported.

Children and adolescents are a population segment that is vulnerable by
nature. But after a natural event, such as the earthquake that hit Ecuador on
April 16, 2016, with its epicentre on the Ecuadorian coast– this vulnerability was
heightened.
Save the Children, in line with its mandate of humanitarian help, immediately
intervened in the disaster area, primarily to help children, adolescents and
families in the rural areas of Esmeraldas and Manabí, where most of the damage
cause by the earthquake had occurred.
For Save the Children, caring for children in emergency conditions around
the world is a priority. María Teresa Mosquera, Binational Manager of the
Programme Implementation, states that in a post-disaster situation “it is more
likely for children’s rights to be violated; often aid is focused on infrastructure
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Based on the nature of child protection, i.e. the fulfilment of children’s rights
established in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights – specifically in
articles 25 and 26, as well as the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Save the
Children established emotional healing for the population, especially children
and adolescents, as one of its priority activities. Thus, within the humanitarian
response programme, SCI worked hard in the field of protection by developing
recreational, leisure and emotional support activities, based on the creation of
Child Friendly Community Spaces. These are areas remodelled or constructed
by the organization and the members of each community, with a core focus on
children and adolescents.
In these Child Friendly Community Spaces, little by little children resumed their
day-to-day activities, learned about their rights and enjoyed a space especially
meant for them. Children and adolescents became a target group in starting
the physical and emotional reconstruction process for the inhabitants of the
affected zones. Santiago Dávila comments that, as children or teenagers reach
a state of peace and tranquillity, and reignite their lives and hopes, adults also
engage in the recovery process.
After the earthquake all work-related activities stopped in the area, especially

those related to fishery and agriculture. Many people were forced to stop before
resuming their daily chores; some houses were left inhabitable; basic services
were not immediately reconnected in the affected areas; and school cycles were
disrupted. Save the Children’s Humanitarian Response Programme therefore
took a comprehensive approach, tackling education, shelter, water, sanitation,
hygiene and protection in 34 communities in the rural zones of Manabí and 25
in Esmeraldas. This approach focused specifically on children and adolescents,
as well as other vulnerable groups like seniors, expecting mothers and people
with disabilities.

Ecuador) and private donations.
Mariela*, 17 years old
“The child friendly space helps us get to know each other better. What we like, what
we don’t, our qualities and defects. Here we learn and teach about children’s rights. In
this child friendly space, we welcome everyone, this is a space meant for everyone who
wants to attend.”
*Name changed to protect your identity

We worked on the construction of Child Friendly Community Spaces as a place
where children, teenagers and the community could get together, while providing
psychosocial support and promoting the rights of children and adolescents
through playful methodology, along with learning and leisure activities.
Additionally, we provided support for the construction of reinforced emergency
tents and the rehabilitation of water sources and basic sanitation in schools and
communities, as well as the construction of latrines. Infrastructure goes hand by
hand with recognizing the dignity of each individual, acknowledging that they
have rights, that children require special protection, and that we must be aware
of existing risks.
Save the Children invested some $1,800,000 in response to this emergency.
Of this amount, 60% was used for the work in Manabí, and 40% for that in
Esmeraldas. Most resources came from international cooperation (Spain,
England, USA and Korea), corporate contributions (Australia, Mexico and
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Through my Eyes
and an opportunity to discuss the topics that concerned them most. Education
is a right that cannot be violated and that must function as a mechanism for
tackling problems related to the healthy coexistence, respect and protection
that all society must ensure for children and adolescents.

Photography as a method of protection against the vulnerability of
children and adolescents in emergency zones.
Photography captures scenes, moments and spaces that hide more than a single
story behind their everyday nature. Each snapshot portrays the time before and
the time to come. A photo can thus become a word, and that word together
with other words lets the storytellers describe their existence to us.
Photography, as a creative experience, enables us to exercise our rights as
human beings. Through a photograph we can express ourselves and be heard.
But additionally a picture can be the result of a painful process of recovery from
any type of mishap.
With this in mind, Save the Children and a group of photographers and trainers
specialized in images, carried out “Through my Eyes”, stories told through
photography in areas affected by the earthquake. This project encouraged 118
children and adolescents to find in photography a means of free expression
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“Through my Eyes” used photography as a tool for emotional recovery and
strengthening education, as through this activity children and adolescents
can reveal their fears and channel them towards potentially facing them, for
their own good and that of their society. Doing so can lower levels of stress.
The possibility of imagining can consolidate the feeling of security in children
and adolescents. Fostering their creativity is vital for their recovery and their
healthy growth after a trauma.
María Teresa Mosquera, SCI’s Binational Manager for Programme
Implementation, is convinced that photography “is a way for children and
adolescents to speak about what has happened and to strengthen their
resilience because, through photography, children recognize their environment
and the stakeholders in their community and thus create new scenarios and
acknowledge they can overcome the adverse situation they face.”
In photography, as in music, dance or drama, there are no languages that can
set boundaries. A picture that can tell a story can be understood anywhere in
the world and, above all, excite and move.
Photography is, at the same time, an artistic creative expression and a perfect
method for recording and documenting events that take place in a society

or its environment. Thus the joyful nature of this activity and its core function
are the perfect formula to work on acknowledging fractured or shrunken
identities after a natural event. Describing and expressing experiences through
a creative activity ultimately becomes a wonderful therapeutic act that enables
a community to find and establish itself again.
“Through my Eyes” started in October 2016, and took place in six Child Friendly
Community Spaces: Pedro Carbo, Balsalito and Agua Clara (Esmeraldas); and
Cárcel Simón Bolívar, Pechical Afuera, and La Soledad (Manabí).

through your photo? These and many other questions were answered in the
workshops and during practice. However, the questions revolving around the
core objective of the project were always more important: How to acknowledge
each other as equal individuals? How to recognize our values, our community?
And how to relate with each other? In brief, how to get to know our identity
through different eyes?
Pedro*, 13 years old
“I can pursue a career as a photographer.”
*Name changed to protect your identity

With the active participation of leaders and promoters in each community,
the actions were aimed at different groups of youngsters aged 13 and 18,
although younger children also took part in the experience. Each community
was organized under the guidance of a tutor and created a series of photos in
the shape of portraits and stories depicting some of the aspects of their daily
life that each team regarded as the most important.
Each day of work, lasting approximately eight hours, kicked off with integration
activities, events and games. The workshops started with the key activity:
acknowledgement of all participants and respect for their opinions, space and
diversity, so that later they could go on to learn the technical part before taking
pictures of people, objects or landscapes.
How can we build a frame to get a good snap? How should we work with light?
What is the best advice for putting together a good photograph? What do you
want to show the world through your picture? What do you want to convey
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Old stories and new voices

Pedro Carbo. The eternity of a river.
Arturo*, 16 years old
“You get carried away with their camera, you feel the only photographer in that
moment. “
*Name changed to protect your identity

Almost all the children in Pedro Carbo come back from school together. They
split up when they arrive in the community. One boy goes to his mum’s; a
girl walks into her grandma’s; someone arrives at a neighbour’s. And then it’s
lunchtime. “My favourite dish is shrimp in coconut sauce, with rice and salad”,
says David.
Don Jacinto sits with his back to the river, his eyes set on his thorny hands
that move like trapped crabs, scales some long silvery fish locally known as
“tusas”. This will be lunch. Every child in Pedro Carbo treats their elders as
their grandparents. This is a big family. Everyone is everyone’s child. Everyone
is everyone’s father. Everyone is everyone’s mother. But the river is the eldest.
Without it, the community would have to move elsewhere.

Pedro Carbo is to the river what the earth is to the sun. David is ten and knows
everything about the trade of his parents, uncles and grandparents, namely
fishing. “Here I can fish sea bass, swordfish, raspabalsa and another very tasty
fish that I can’t remember the name, also there’s chelon…” he says, referring
to the fish he knows. In Pedro Carbo, a community in Esmeraldas that seems
to have leaned towards the coast to hide from the main road, the river is the
source of life and maybe that is why it has the same name as the community.
The river provides shells to trade; water to drink, cook and shower; fish; and the
murmurs of the hill forewarning of rain.
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Leidy, aged nine, loves braiding other people’s hair. She loves drawing butterflies
on her notebooks and she knows how to shell. Shelling means gathering seashells
from the river. When the water level falls, there’s shortage of shrimp but the
shells are left uncovered. In a week’s time the river and sea waters will move
and shake the sand, freeing the shrimp but protecting shells from human hands.
“Daddy took me once to harvest shells”, adds Leidy. “He tossed a shell so I could
pick it up and that’s how I learned how to do it.” The girl points towards the
main street of Pedro Carbo, a dusty road coming off the motorway and leading
to the river mouth. Her tiny index finger points to a place very near to where
Don Jacinto stands. Beside him, inside the house, his wife, Doña Margarita, stirs
a saucepan.

After the photography workshop, the stories of Pedro Carbo become small
rectangular windows hanging from thin threads. Slow-paced vignettes, now
pictures that have become memories upon which daily life starts to resume.
Doña Margarita, one of the oldest women in the community, has now been
portrayed by the youngest.
“Doña Margarita and her kitchen - because she likes to help children, to feed
the ducks …” Marianela is 14 and that’s how she explains her group’s decision
to photograph Don Jacinto’s wife. This strong lady behind her papery skin,
her nimble fingers and delicious cooking, saw the girl being born and growing
up. For Marianela and her group, this lady, apparently very old although her
appearance takes at least ten years off her age, is their link to flavours and
scents.They associate her with the heat of stoves and with skilled hands to shred
the world and transform it into a plate of food for anyone. The Pedro Carbo
River today is the same river as before. And the children of the community
imagine their river of the future.
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “THE STREETS OF MY NEIGHBOURHOOD”
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “DOÑA MARGARITA”
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Balsalito and the madman’s barbershop
Rosa*, 16 years old
“When you hold a camera in your hands it carries you to another world, to your
imagination, where taking a picture takes the stress off yourself. It’s like discovering a
world beyond yours.”
*Name changed to protect your identity

There is a barbershop in Balsalito, some groceries, bars, restaurants and
clubs. A big soccer field, surrounded by several small houses, with the María
Auxiliadora chapel on one side and the Child Friendly Community Space on the
other, appear to form the main square of the town. And today is Saturday. And
as there’s a market, there’s a party. Men come and go carrying gas cylinders.
Some carry them on their motorcycles.They go from one end of the river to the
other, over the wooden bridge. There’s food to cook for a lot of people.
Lenin, Balsalito’s barber for the last twelve years, looks forward to market
Saturdays as everyone wants to get a haircut. Víctor knows that. At 16 he is
aware that he has grown with that barbershop right there and with Lenin as
one of the main characters of his community. That’s why he decided, together
with his group of photography apprentices, to record scenes of Lenin’s daily
work in the middle of market day.
Talkative, astute and quick with a joke, Víctor pulls the strings of the group. He
holds the camera in his hands, finds the best position to frame his image, focuses
and shoots. Click!

Balsalito slides over both shores of the Muisne River. It’s a Saturday morning
and there’s a market. From Esmeraldas, Pedernales, Atacames, Tonsupa and
Chamanga, different cantons of Manabí and Esmeraldas, traders come to sell
clothes, fruit, fish, sea shrimp, knives, shoes, hygiene products, toys and bootleg
CDs. Around the village, like locks of hair flowing from this town, lay hills
covered with banana, laurel, coconut and mango trees.
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“The market is organized so people don’t have to go elsewhere and buy stuff,
to make it easy to buy things here”, explains Ruth, with her sweet 12-year-old
voice. Then she grabs the camera and takes a picture. Click!
On market days, a motorcycle ride costs a dollar and throughout the day
there are dozens of trips. While goods are sold on the river bank, its waters

host children who play and swim, while a woman washes the family’s clothes
and from time to time a farmer paddles a canoe laden with sacks of coconut,
plantain or cacao.
“This is the story of a madman’s barbershop”, jokes Víctor, who keeps on moving.
All the children laugh out loud. The adults also smile but try to keep a straight
face. It’s just that everyone knows the joke and recall the barber chair where
they’ve sat more than once.
In Balsalito, young and old know who is who. Does anyone not know Lenin, the
mad barber, father of two and creator of the weirdest hairdos? Who wouldn’t
know that market days belong to him!
It’s five in the afternoon and the market stands are dismantled. It’s the end of
the afternoon and the beginning of the party.
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “THE MARKET”
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “CRAZY HAIRDOS”
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Clear Water to reflect us better
Kimberli*, 13 years old
“In our workshop, we worked with fantasy and reality. We spotted many figures in the
nature that are beautiful and ours.”
*Name changed to protect your identity

José Miguel is 16 and has six siblings. He came to Agua Clara when he was ten
and since then he has become familiar with his environment: the main road,
the bridge over the river, the motorbikes that are so common on the coast, the
buses to Chamanga or Pedernales, to Atacames or Esmeraldas.
Like most children and adolescents in this community, José Miguel looks forward
to the building of the new school. But in the meantime he has time to think
about what he could do to bring his community closer together. “Littering is
wrong here”, he points out as he looks around, plays with the camera and tries
a frame. “It would be great to see everything clean.”

At Km. 272 of the Esmeraldas-Pedernales road, on the south coast of Esmeraldas
province, lies a long sprawling wasteland. This is the land where a school will be
built for the community of Agua Clara (clear water), a settlement established
barely six years ago.
In 2010 Agua Clara received dozens of families from the parish of Daule, where
most houses had been built in risk areas prompting the State to order its
inhabitants to relocate. As years went by, this small village welcomed families
from other parts of the province and even from Manabí.
Down by the river, children and teens play and make up games with the birds
flitting around the coasts, with the spider webs trembling between mangrove
branches or on the sand.
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José Miguel likes to take pictures and record the problems of his community.
He is convinced that this is how he can help his neighbours become aware that
they own a beautiful piece of land, bathed by a river of crystal-clear water and
surrounded by lush vegetation.
With him, 16-year-old Victoria and 14-year-olds Fiorella and Sujey take turns
at snapping shots with the camera. By the river, where life flows, Melany and
Sara, both 12, find all the fun they need. Isaac (14), Marjorie (15) and Pablo (16)
look like explorers that can’t miss a single detail of whatever comes to their
eyes: the wind moving the leaves, heavy clouds announcing rain, the tremor of
the river’s clear water, their friends’ gestures, their custom, their laughter, the
afternoon, the shells, home.

GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “AT THE RIVERBANK”
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “A DEDICATED MOTHER”
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Los colores de Cárcel Simón Bolívar
Consuelo, Promoter
“They were nervous at first, but then they relaxed and felt like true photographers.”

Bricks”. This came about after she and her group decided to portray scenes of
the production of these blocks with their photos.
“As we are all aware, Cárcel is known for selling and advertising bricks”, she
explains. “Bricks are made with sawdust and water. The mud is crushed and
shaped into a rectangle; it is fired in kilns where it burns with sawdust and wood,
which give them their particular orange colour.”

Cárcel is a community in Montecristi, Manabí, known for manufacturing bricks
for larger cities in the province. Its name means jail because this was the site of
the first prison built in the time of Eloy Alfaro, at the turn of the 20th century.
Cárcel is divided into three zones: Eloy Alfaro, Fronterizo and Simón Bolívar.
All around this area, there are some 30 brick factories, employing most of the
population. This is the main business in town, handed down by the grandparents,
although some people work making traditional local sweets, well-known in
every corner of Ecuador.
Angie Belén is no longer a child. She’s 19 and shows it with big words. Maybe
because of this or because of her charisma, which draws in all the children of
Cárcel Simón Bolívar and reassures them, she’s earned the nickname “Queen of

“THROUGH MY EYES” STORIES

Cárcel lives at the mercy of the seasons. In winter, it’s impossible to make
bricks so the people of Cárcel squeeze as much production as possible into
summertime. The day starts early in the morning, at around four o’clock. When
there are enough hard bricks, the men load them into the back of a pickup
truck and deliver them to Manta, Portoviejo, Bahía and other urban areas in
the province. But Cárcel’s inhabitants are concerned: business is low. Developers
now prefer to use sand and concrete blocks instead of bricks.
Melanie (13) and Joel (18) rest on a pile of bricks. They can be seen alongside
the wall, between the slits of the blocks ignited by the orange evening sun, as
they seek out the shots that best capture this trade. Maybe the tough hands
of the workers laying the blocks of soil and sawdust in the oven, maybe their
rock-hard feet that endure never-ending hours on the burning sun-roasted land,
or maybe the fiery colours that tinge the best bricks and the other shades of
mud as it ripens.
Alison prefers sweets. Although she likes all the types, the coconut one is her
favourite. She and her group decide to visit Don Abel, famous in the community
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for making the renowned sweets of Manabí in his family business. The types,
colours, scents and flavours catch the attention of the youngsters, who try
to snap them with their camera so that people can know that these delicious
treats are made in Cárcel. “We are so stuffed with sweets that we can’t eat
anymore,” giggles José, sharing out biscuits along with fruit and coconut sweets.
Now surely you want to try them too!
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “THE QUEEN OF BRICKS”
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “THE SWEETS”
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Pechichal Afuera: fantasy in a click!
Ariana*, 12 Years old
“I dressed up as a queen, with wings and a scepter.We saw the beauty of the forest and
everything around it, that’s our community and we have to take care of it.”
*Name changed to protect your identity

and he succeeded for that moment. Seventeen-year-old Linda was a fairy and
she too believed it. Bigger leaves were wings, others were masks, while any stick
suddenly became an archangel’s sceptre. And it all just came into existence with
a simple click!
While Dayana (12) was trying to depict herself holding a bouquet of red flowers,
a flock of pigeons escaped the lens of the boys who tried to snap the birds
pecking at the feed scattered over the soil. “We want to make it known that the
people here are used to breeding certain types of animals to provide for their
families,” said Dayana. Some of them have been captured forever in the pictures,
as an indispensable part of this town’s life.

Pechichal Afuera is a Manabí community in the forest. The shapes of nature, the
chirping of the birds, the sounds of the trees as they sway with the wind, the
colour and the light forge scenes that look like fantasy.
Ten-year-old Diego is a soccer fan but also a mindful observer of his
environment, where the magical creatures of the forest dwell. Imagination is a
bridge that can lead anywhere. And the children in Pechichal Afuera gave in to
the beauty of imagining just to portray themselves as the fantasy characters
they fashioned in their minds. Fairies, pixies, mythological animals, exotic birds
and unprecedented creatures are born in this tiny community just for a group
of amateur photographers to immortalize them.

In Pechichal Afuera, as in most of the neighbouring communities of Manabí, land
is priceless as it provides the necessary nutrients for the animals, the plants and
the trees that will eventually become food for the population. Pechichal Adentro
is full of farms, pens, pastures, paddocks and crops, spreading like a blanket over
the hills. Beef cattle, guinea pigs and chickens are the main source of protein
for the inhabitants. At the same time, fruit such as cacao, mango or papaya can
never be absent from a family’s diet, and all these products can also be sold or
exchanged with people from nearby communities.
Manabí is indeed a diverse province!

Diego improvised a bird’s long beak with a dry leaf and his image froze forever.
He acted. He tried to interpret the character that had taken over his imagination
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “CREATURES OF THE FOREST”
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “FLORA AND FAUNA OF PECHICHAL”
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La Soledad is a women’s neck of the woods
Peeling and cutting bananas, roasting them in the grill or mashing them, is just
one of the many traditional tasks in this town. A big plate of mangoes with
plantain and cheese is imperative in La Soledad. That’s why the pictures of the
children and teens of La Soledad focused on the smallest details. How could
they not photograph the moments in the kitchen! How could they not frame a
scene in the river for eternity so that the moment can live forever!

Beside the Mosca river, children of La Soledad cut fruit and harvest oranges
and limes, totally unaware of the murmur of the water flowing downstream.
It’s mango season so certain areas are almost entirely covered in the fruit.
Wandering on the hill lets you indulge in the charming crack of dry leaves. The
hill’s sobs can become crackles.
La Soledad is a land of women and children. Men leave the town to work in
shrimp farms or trade. They usually stay in their work posts for 22 days a
month and come back to spend the rest of the days with their families. In La
Soledad, in the province of Manabí, raising children is a collective task for all
the mothers in the community. The children seem to have many mothers and
the women seem to mother various children. This has made the community
safe, united and strong. It has also made the children direct witnesses of their
mother’s chores.
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The homes of La Soledad have also become kind of communal houses, as after
the earthquake some of the residents of the community had to be sheltered by
their neighbours. There were more clothes and more toothbrushes and combs,
and more games, and more hugs. The few men remaining in the town help each
other sowing and harvesting, but also shopping and running errands, as well as
repairing things or building.
Kléver cuts down some coconuts from the palm trees of the Loor family. He’ll
soon turn 50 and lives alone with his mother, already in her seventies. Manuel,
who catches the coconuts below, is 37 and has three small children. They seem
to be the only men in the community.
For the groups of photographers in La Soledad, the details behind closed doors
were more eye-catching: the flowers decorating the sheets, the colours of the
gardens, brushes and combs in a bathroom or even kitchenware.There they find
the flowers on the pattern of the sheets and the flowers embellishing the garden
of Mercedes or Selena’s homes.

GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “THE DELICACIES OF LA SOLEDAD”
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GRAPHIC MICRO STORY “SELENA AND HER FAMILY”
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THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS!
Esmeraldas Province
Community: Pedro Carbo
Workshop date: October 7, 2016
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N.

Name

Age

1

Jenber Stalin Ortiz Cevallos

17

2

Byron Javier Villega Marquez

12

3

Amilex Brilli Castro Ortega

14

4

Antoni Adrián Sosa Santos

13

5

Mayumi Mayerli Santos Esmeraldas

6

N.

Name

Age

14

Carlos Raúl Ortega Angulo

14

15

Jacinto Rodolfo Guerrero Franco

17

16

Julitza Beatriz Zambrano Castro

16

17

Jermison Zambrano

13

14

18

Jhair Esmeraldas

12

Viviana Lucía Zambrano Cedeño

16

19

Audy Efrain Ortiz Bone

11

7

Lidia Rosario Zambrano Villamar

13

20

Jefferson Xavier Quiñonez

15

8

Jéssica Roxana Ferrín Muente

15

21

Paula Manuela Cruz Guerrero

15

9

Saida Marianella Ferrín Muente

14

22

Jixon Israel Diaz Castro

15

10

Jelen Consuelo Santos Bone

13

23

Ana Bautista

13

11

Raquel Mariuxi Ortiz Bone

16

24

Nayeli Bautista

10

12

Jorqui Gregorio Torres Méndez

15

25

Andy Sosa Santos

12

13

Eliuth Evergito Ortiz Bone

12

26

Ricardo Xavier Guerrero Franco

13
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THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS!
Esmeraldas Province
Community: Balsalito
Workshop date: October 8, 2016
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N.

Name

Age

N.

Name

Age

1

Lenin Said Bolaños Santos

11

18

Naomi Napa Santos

13

2

Audi Livili Valencia Santos

13

19

Manuel Hurtado

14

3

Janeth Lilibeth Anchico Chenche

17

20

Bárbara Bone

15

4

Leona Yislay Jama Delgado

13

21

Joela Santos Napa

15

5

Anayeli Araceli Bone

14

22

Damián Santos

10

6

Edgar Fabián Cagua

15

23

Bianca Santos

10

7

Kevin Acosta

15

24

Christian Gustavo Astudillo Montal

16

Juana Napa

15

8

Ruth Santos Valencia

12

25

9

Jennifer Camacho

15

26

Valery Santos

2

10

Roxana Pata Cagua

18

27

Rony Muñoz

11

Edwin Santos

12

11

Ronald Steven Cagua Guerrero

12

28

12

Britany Camacho Cagua

10

29

Jean Cain Santos

9

13

Ismael Santos Rúa

14

30

Kerli Santos

10

14

Jéssica Manzaba

13

31

Maiquel Santos

5

15

Víctor Montero Angulo

16

32

Génesis Moreno

4

16

Dina Moreira

12

33

Rosaura Pacho

14

17

Darwin Bone

17

34

Wilson Blanco

12

35

Jidián Santos

8

THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS!
Esmeraldas Province
Community: Agua Clara
Workshop date: October 9, 2016

“THROUGH MY EYES” STORIES

Manabí Province
Community: Cárcel Simón Bolívar
Workshop date: October 14, 2016

N.

Name

Age

N.

Name

Age

N.

Nombre

Edad

1

Damaris López

15

1

Isaac Emanuel Hernández

14

2

José Luis Alay Anchundia

15

2

Fiorella Zambrano

14

3

Jhon Michael Bello Anchundia

13

3

Marjorie Quiñonez

15

4

Kevin Jason Alay Anchundia

18

4

Pablo González

16

5

Harold Isaías Flores López

11

5

Sara González

12

6

Johan Miguel López López

10

6

José Miguel Rayo

16

7

Elvis Alexy Parrales Palma

20

7

Sujey Zambrano

14

8

Geonella Juleisy Delgado Flores

15

8

Melany Vélez

12

9

Melanie Mero López

13

9

Victoria Zambrano

16

10

Jesús Alexandra Anchundia Anchundia

16

11

Angelis Joel Anchundia Anchundia

18

12

Yudelky Flores Anchundia

16

13

Alison Anais Anchundia Anchundia

14

14

Evelyn Solange Barcia Delgado

13

15

Angie Belén Barcia Delgado

19
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THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS!
Manabí Province
Community: Pechichal Afuera
Workshop date: October 15, 2016
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Manabí Province
Community: La Soledad
Workshop date: October 16, 2016

N.

Name

Age

N.

Name

Age

1

Génesis Lisbeth Coveña Zamora

19

1

Yadira Zambrano Manzaba

8

2

Edison Meza Sánchez

9

2

Jennifer Murillo

15

3

Diego Bravo Zambrano

10

3

Paola Murillo

12

4

Byron Intriago

13

4

Angy Murillo

14

5

Selena Palma

13

5

Yulexy Ganchozo Bravo

14

6

Luis Mario Intriago

9

6

Mikaela Mendoza

7

Linda Intriago Loor

17

7

Erick Jama

10

8

Neymar Jandel

4

8

Angel Polo Ganchozo

15

9

Angie Intriago Zambrano

13

9

Ángela Polo Ganchozo

15

10

Edison Daniel Zambrano Velásquez

16

10

Génesis Velásquez

16

11

Jefferson Marcet Loor Mendoza

12

11

Gema Vélez Solórzano

17

12

Jover Damián Giler Zambrano

14

12

Emily Ganchozo

13

13

Evelio Alejandro Moreira Loor

12

13

Cristian Carreño García

12

14

Ma. Gabriela Intriago Vera

17

14

Selena Carreño García

14

15

Rolando Sabando

14

15

José Manuel Loor Peralta

10

16

Wilson Intriago Loor

13

17

Mariza Dayana Meza Sánchez

12

18

Maholy Moreiro Intriago

10

“THROUGH MY EYES” STORIES
PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS IN CHILD FRIENDLY
COMMUNITY SPACES IN ECUADOR

